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Print and Paper in a
Digital World
In October last year, Two Sides published its widest-ranging
report to date, exploring the results of an international
survey of over 10,700 consumers.
The survey was undertaken in ten countries: Australia,
Brazil, France, Germany, Italy, New Zealand, South Africa,
Spain, the United Kingdom and the United States.
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The survey found a global love of print when it comes to
recreational reading.
Despite the warnings of e-books ousting paperbacks from
people’s lives, print remains the most popular format for
reading books. 72% of all respondents prefer printed
books, compared to only 9% preferring e-books.
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Printed magazines are just as popular as printed books,
with 72% preferring to sit back and relax with a hard copy
of their favourite magazine.

To receive a printed version of the report, please email enquiries@twosides.info
Not only is there a global preference for reading in print, there is also greater trust in print. 76% of all respondents
believe “fake news” is a worrying trend and only 24% trust the news stories they read on social media. In addition, 63%
of all respondents believe reading news in a printed newspaper provides a deep understanding of the story.
From the UK findings, 74% of 18-24 year-olds stated that they spend too much time on electronic devices, compared to
48% of 35-44 year-olds and 29% of those 55 and over. Meanwhile, when asked if they were concerned that the overuse
of electronic devices could be damaging to their health, 58% of 18-24 year-olds and 67% of 25-34 year-olds agreed.
Overall, findings conclude that consumers around the world trust, enjoy and gain a deeper understanding of information
read in print, with clear signs of digital fatigue, particularly amongst the younger generations.
The full report can be accessed at www.twosides.info/Survey2017
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Membership Survey
We recently asked our members for their opinions on
our campaigns; what they feel is important for us to
focus on, where they see value in specific activities,
and their thoughts on our aspirations for the future.
Here is what they had to say...
100% of respondents feel it is important for the industry
to inform consumers about the sustainability of print and
paper, along with 100% agreeing the industry should be
informing agencies and brands about the effectiveness
of print media as an advertising channel.
We were encouraged by how highly members value our
efforts in changing consumer perceptions about print
and paper, alongside engaging organisations found
to be greenwashing (spreading misleading anti-paper
messages such as "Go Green, Go Paperless").

82% believe their membership of Two Sides
and Print Power represents good value.

Our members also scored the Two Sides and Print Power
activities in relation to perceived value, which provided
very useful information as to how our activities are
appreciated and guides us on how to apportion resources
for the future. This also highlighted that there are some
important activities that some members are unaware of,
so we will be trying harder to effectively communicate
all of the projects we are involved in!
Below are two specific comments on how and why our
members value the campaigns:

Two Sides does some great work producing
evidence-based collateral on the environmental
impact of using paper-based products - there's a lot of
nonsense and ignorance, which Two Sides helps
address and dispel.
It is important that the Industry has a voice to talk
about the benefits of paper against other alternatives.
Whilst all in the industry should be pushing this
message, we don't have time to do so. Two Sides
generates the material we can use.

Thank you to all of our members who took the time to complete our survey

Two Sides Tools
We have a bounty of resources available to help you
promote all the great reasons to Love Paper in 2018.

Love Paper Mini Videos: Our new video series features
oodles of great #PaperFacts and form part of our
wider "Love Paper" consumer awareness campaign
(already reaching 30m people in the UK alone!). These
25-second videos are perfect for social media.
Myths and Facts Booklet: The Myths and Facts booklet
is one of the key resources of the Two Sides campaign.
The 24-page booklet addresses popular Myths about
print and paper and dispels those Myths with verifiable
Facts.
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Social Media Infographics: If you're looking for new
content to post on Twitter and Facebook, our mini
infographics, highlighting key paper facts, are ideal.
The above tools are just a few of the resources we
create for our members to take advantage of. Members
can also co-brand all of our materials, creating a
powerful suite of tools for your own communications.
Please contact us to find out more about co-branding
these fantastic tools - membership@twosides.info

Find out more
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The Power of Print seminar is an annual event, run in
partnership with Canon, Fedrigoni, BPIF, Print Monthly
and the Stationers’ Livery Company.
On October 24th 2017, 165 delegates came together
for the seminar's 7th year. Industry-leading speakers
informed and inspired the audience, exploring the
challenges and changing role of print within the
marketing mix - essentially, why print works.
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Print is overwhelmingly more successful at
capturing attention
Abba Newbery, Director, Lumen Research.
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The top-line messages from the day were that print trumps digital in many metrics. When comparing print vs. digital
advertisements, 3 metrics are used; viewable time, viewed % and average dwell time. On these metrics, according
to Abba Newbery, "Print kills digital!". Print has a visceral connection, an innate, powerful ability to capture and hold
attention. As Dave Birss eloquently put, "You remember better in print than you do in pixels!"
Consumers are looking for a medium without interruptions and are concerned about the health implications of
being constantly 'connected'. They also want a safe and trusted environment to consume media - print is a unique
medium to achieve this.
Print remains the preferred media to address consumer choice and our industry should remain positive and optimistic.

SAVE THE DATE! This year's Power of Print seminar will be on Tuesday, 6th November
The exciting line-up of industry experts, included
William Sitwell, John Brown Media and judge on the
popular Master Chef programme; Clive Booth, Canon
Explorer Photographer; David Hepworth, Development
Hell; Dino Myers-Lamptey, MullenLowe Mediahub;
Ashley Masefield, Jaguar Land Rover; Dave Birss, RIGHT
Thinking; Ed Gillespie, Futerra; Abba Newbery, Lumen
Research and Seirian Hanner, Royal Mail MarketReach.

For speaker presentations and interviews from the
2017 seminar, go to: powerofprint.info/speakers

The day was followed by an elegant drinks reception
and a 3-course dinner in the stunning surroundings of
Stationers' Hall. After dinner, the wonderful Kevin Beatty,
CEO of DMG Media, shared his experiences and tales
from his years in the newspaper industry.

Members of Two Sides receive a discount to the seminar, as well as first access to tickets
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Paper & cardboard packaging
- the sustainable choice
With global attention on plastic waste, and packaging
generally, there is a real opportunity for paper &
cardboard to cement itself as the sustainable choice.
Requested by many of our members and stakeholders,
Two Sides is developing marketing materials to promote
that paper & cardboard packaging is made from
renewable resources and is the sustainable packaging
choice for retailers, business and consumers.

A packaging Facts
booklet is also
being developed
which will highlight
keys facts about
the environmental
benefits of paper &
cardboard packaging.
Two Sides will work with members to actively promote the
sustainable attributes of paper & cardboard packaging;
focusing the messages on consumers and packaging
decision-makers i.e. manufacturers and brands.

In a recently-published survey of UK consumers,
conducted by Two Sides, 500 respondents were
asked which packaging material (glass, metal, paper &
cardboard, or plastic) they prefer based on a number
of different reasons. Paper & cardboard received the
highest score for being; better for the environment and
easier to recycle and, in terms of practicality, easier to
open and close, easier to store, lighter weight, more
practical, and safer to use.

Our activities will be fully-aligned with the various
industry bodies in the packaging sector, printers,
converters and the wider supply chain, ensuring that
our research and fact-based information adds to the
growing evidence that paper & cardboard packaging is
an essential material as we move towards a regenerative,
circular economy,
To keep up to date with all of our packagingrelated activities, sign-up to our e-newsletters:
www.twosides.info/subscribe

Last, but by no means least, we would like to wish a very warm
welcome to our newest members!
 Foilco Ltd

 MPI Papers

 Solways Printers

 Latimer Trend & Co. Ltd

 Print Strategy Europe

 The Homework Diary Company

For full details of member benefits and how to join Two Sides and Print Power,
go to twosides.info/member-benefits

Contact us
To discuss membership
benefits, or for any other
information regarding our
campaigns, please give
us a call or drop us an email;
we’d love to hear from you!
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